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INTRODUCTION  
 
Dear IVAO Member! 

We would like to welcome you to the Slovenian IVAO SPECIAL OPERATIONS Tour 

2020. With 15 interesting legs, you will get to know Slovenia and other airports.  

In this document, we would like to introduce you this tour and rules that you need to 

follow to successfully finish all legs. The main goal is that pilots have fun and enjoy 

the SPECIAL OPERATIONS - using Visual and Instrument Flight Rules. The other goal is 

to increase popularity of Special Operations traffic in this region and to increase 

overall traffic so that not only pilots can enjoy the IVAO network but also the Air 

Traffic Control that is available for all traffic. With this tour we would also like to 

refresh knowledge or to teach pilots how to correctly plan a VFR and IFR route, how 

to fill a Flight Plan and how to use the proper phraseology in normal procedures as 

also in Special Operations. 

I hope that you will enjoy reading this document and flying Slovenian SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS Tour 2020. Completing this tour, you will achieve Division SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS Tour Award.  

 

Kind regards, 

Gal Perne 
IVAO Slovenia Flight Operations Coordinator 
IVAO Slovenia Event Assistant Coordinator 
IVAO Slovenia Special Operations Coordinator 
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1.  RULES AND GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 

There are few basic rules that you need to follow so that you successfully finish this Special Operations Tour. 

GENERAL RULES 

I. All IVAO Rules and Regulations must be followed. 

II. All legs must be flown online with real weather in real time.  

III. Legs must be flown in real time mode. No accelerated mode allowed.  

IV. A maximum disconnection time of 20 minutes will be accepted.  

V. Flight plan must be correctly filled in other wise, leg will be rejected. Pay attention to flight rules, 

equipment, ICAO codes, flight routes, etc. 

VI. Maximum of two legs per day can be flown in the given order 

VII. Completed legs must be reported in the Tours System. Pay attention to fill in the correct date and 

times in UTC 

VIII. Log on at least 6 minutes before departure and log off at least 6 minutes after arrival in order to let 

IVAO tracker log your flight data. A leg will be rejected if you do not comply with this. 

IX. Check that you have the latest sceneries installed before the flight. Free sceneries are available for 

Slovenia and they are mandatory to use due to many upgrades on the ground. 

TOUR RESTRICTIONS 

I. Legs must be flown with Slovenian Air Traffic Service online. Maximum of six legs can be flown without 

Slovenian ATS. 

II. This is special operation tour, be careful when planning your route and choose the correct alternate 

airport. Due wrong route, leg will not be accepted – check with IFPS. 

III. Allowed are military aircrafts and helicopters. For transport missions only military transport aircrafts 

or helicopters can be used. For rescue missions military transport helicopter can be used. For military 

training mission only military training aircrafts can be used. Aircrafts like Pilatus PC-9, PC-21, PC-6, T6 

Texan, AB412, AB212, EC135Military armed helicopters and any kind of fixed winged aircrafts are not 

allowed. 

IV. Combat military jet-engined aircraft are not allowed. 

V. Maximum speed is Mach 0.85 and Maximum level FL410. 

VI. Tour closes on December 31, 2020. 

VII. Tour remark is not needed 

VIII. On individual leg there is information of the individual mission provided. There is also route and 

information of the aircraft type you need or suits the best. 

For this tour only next airplanes and helicopters can be used; Pilatus PC-9, Pilatus PC-6, Let L-410, Bell 412, 

Bell 212, EC135 …. You will be informed which equipment is the proper for use at any of all legs of this tour. 

For each completed flight you have to fill a report via IVAO Tours Reporting System. 

How to use this System is available in Guide. 

 

And RULES AND REGULATIONS for SPECIAL OPERATIONS in Slovenia are found here, read them and comply 

them! 

 

http://tours.ivao.aero/cgi-bin/tours.pl?session=Did4LkNQd9Qp&function=View&tour=SISOP20&division=SI
http://tours.ivao.aero/reporting.pdf
https://si.ivao.aero/rules-and-regulations/


2.  AWARD 
 

For completing this SPECIAL OPERATIONS Tour you will be awarded with Division SPECIAL OPERATIONS Tour 

Award. 

 

3.  ADVICES  
 

3.1  HOW TO CORRECTLY PLAN  A VFR  FLIGHT  
 

TRY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS WHILE FLYING IVAO SLOVENIA SPECIAL OPERATIONS TOUR 

 

To successfully complete any journey in a lifetime you have to start prepared. The main thing is to preplan your 

route of each flight. Before that, you have to check out for current and forecasted weather and check the latest 

NOTAMs on your route. For Slovenia and airports included in this tour, an excellent free weather service is 

available by the national meteorological agency. 

National Meteorological Service of Slovenia  (Click Print, to get all METARs and TAFs from the map) 

Also aviation wind, GAFOR and SIGMET charts are available. 

Free login for AIPs in Europe and more as well as for NOTAMs is available via Eurocontrol EAD. 

Also looking in AIPs, free charts are available for each airport and country’s airspace. 

When you are fully aware of the meteo and navigational situation, you can start planning your VFR route. For 

things to be easier, examples are provided for each leg. More information regarding VFR operations are 

explained on IVAO website under documentation of Private Pilot. 

For a navigational log, there is one given by the IVAO and made by the Jeppesen - NavLog. 

You can navigate along the route on a couple of ways. One is dead reckoning where the time and correct 

heading are most important. For that you need to take into account correct wind that you get from meteo 

charts. 

The other way is that you help with radio navigation aids and you cross check your position with them. 

Also GPS is now widely used in VFR flying where you need to think of it as a support to your flight and you 

should still look out and check your position on the map. 

When you know where you will be flying you should check altitudes that you need to overfly the obstacles and 

when you have that, you should check which kind of airspaces you will cross. Note that airspaces classified G, F, 

E are uncontrolled for VFR traffic, while D, C, B are controlled for VFR traffic and you should get clearance to 

enter that airspace. 

http://meteo.arso.gov.si/met/en/aviation/
https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Private_Pilot_documentation
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=VFR_Navigation_log


3.1  HOW TO CORRECTLY PLAN A IFR  FLIGHT  
 

Before flight, you have to check out for current and forecasted weather and check the latest NOTAMs on your 

route. For Slovenia and airports included in this tour, an excellent free weather service is available by the 

national meteorological agency. 

National Meteorological Service of Slovenia (Click Print, to get all METARs and TAFs from the map) 

Also, aviation wind, GAFOR and SIGMET charts are available. 

Free login for AIPs in Europe and more as well as for NOTAMs is available via Eurocontrol EAD. 

Also looking in AIPs, free charts are available for each airport and country’s airspace. 

When you are fully aware of the meteo and navigational situation, you can start planning your IFR route. For 

things to be easier, examples are provided for each leg. There is more information regarding IFR flights 

provided on IVAO website under Senior Private Pilot documentation. 

When you know where you will be flying you should check altitudes that you need to overfly the obstacles and 

when you have that, you should check which kind of airspaces you will cross. Note that airspaces classified G, F, 

E are uncontrolled, while D, C, B are controlled. 

 

3.3  HOW TO CORRECTLY FILL  IN THE FLIGHT PLAN  

 

IFR: Explanation of all fields of the ICAO FPL form is available in this document published by the EuroFPL. While 

IVAO explained very well on how to fill in a IVAO FPL in a training document Flightplan Understanding by the 

IVAO. 

VFR: Explanation of all fields of the ICAO FPL form is available in this document published by the EuroFPL. While 

IVAO explained very well on how to fill in a IVAO FPL in a training document VFR Flight Plan basics by the IVAO. 

Below is an example of correctly filled IVAO FPL for leg one and for leg six. Note this is a screenshot of an IVAO 

FPL form.  

IFR form of flightplan; 

(FPL-LSV101-IM 

-FA20/M-SDFGYS 

-LJLJ0800 

-M075F380 VALLU DCT LAPNA DC LOKVU M749 LEMBI P41 RODUX T204 NUKRO 

-EDDT0120 EDDP 

-DOF/191223 

-E/0300) 

 

 

 

 

http://meteo.arso.gov.si/met/en/aviation/
https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Senior_Private_Pilot_documentation
https://files.eurofpl.eu/originalfpl/pdfs/EuroFPL-ICAO_Flightplan_Form_Basics-latest.pdf
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Flight_Plan_Understanding
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Flight_Plan_Understanding
https://files.eurofpl.eu/originalfpl/pdfs/EuroFPL-ICAO_Flightplan_Form_Basics-latest.pdf
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=VFR_flight_plan_basics


IFR: Filled Flight Plan in a new pilots client form - IVAO Altitude, where flight plan is filed on the browser: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fpl.ivao.aero/home


IFR: Filled Flight Plan in old pilots client form – Ivap: 

 

 

Pay special attention to: 

 
I.  I stands for IFR flight and M stands for military flight. 
II.  Check for correct aircraft type and check for your equipment in the cockpit (tick only what you 

have), usually new aircraft have Mode S transponder and that is the last letter in second row. 
III.  Aerodrome of departure and time in UTC. 
IV.  M is speed in Machs while F is the filled level which expect enroute. Note that you need to use 

semi circular level which are FL120 / FL140 / FL160… to the west (180-359 deg) and FL130 / FL150 
/ FL170… for the east (000-179 deg). 

V. Destination is in fifth line with estimated time enroute from the departure aerodrome. 
VI. The last row is remark filed, where you can fill in the Date of Flight, Registration, Estimated 

Elapsed Time when entering new FIR, Remarks. 

 

 

 

 



VFR form of flightplan; 

(FPL-S5HXX-VM 

-B412/L-SDFYS 

-LJLJ0800 

-N0120VFR NE W2 W1 JULIAN ALPS W1 W2 S3 LJHL S3 

-LJLJ0045 LJMB 

-DOF/200109 RMK/SAR IN JULIAN ALPS 

-E/0130) 

 

VFR: Filled Flight Plan in a new pilots client form - IVAO Altitude, where flight plan is filed on the browser: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://fpl.ivao.aero/home


VFR: Filled Flight Plan in old pilots client form – Ivap: 

 

 
 
 
Pay special attention to: 
 

I. V is for VFR flight and M stands for military flight. 
II. Check for correct aircraft type and check for your equipment in the cockpit (tick only what you have), 

usually new aircraft have Mode S transponder and that is the last letter in second row. 
III. Aerodrome of departure and time in UTC. 
IV. N is speed in TAS (in cockpit you see IAS which you need to convert to TAS according to your expected 

enroute altitude) while VFR is the filled level which you can substitute with expected level enroute. 
Note that you need to use semi circular level which are for VFR rounded to 500ft – 2500 / 4500 / 
6500… to the west (180-359 deg) and 3500 / 5500 / 7500… for the east (000-179 deg). Then you 
should fill your VFR route in without writing DCT between the points. 

V. Destination is in fifth line with estimated time enroute from the departure aerodrome. 
VI. The last row is remark filed, where you can fill in the Date of Flight, Registration, Estimated Elapsed 

Time when entering new FIR, and also remark if you will make a touch and go. 
 

 

 



3.4.  HELICOPTER TO ATC COMMUNICATION  
 

And as this is SPECIAL OPERATIONS tour where helicopter flights are also included, here is also some 

information about phraseology or communication between helicopter and ATC. 

In our next case we are S5HXX parked at heliport at GA apron and we will contact the first ATC which in that 

case is Ljubljana Tower on 118.00. Our flight plan is from Ljubljana to Bled and back to Ljubljana. 

An example: 

Pilot >>> LJLJ Tower, good day, dober dan S5HXX   

ATC >>> S5HXX, good day, this is LJLJ Tower, go ahead 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, parked at heliport at GA apron and request air taxi to the runway for VFR flight to Bled 

ATC >>> S5HXX, air taxi to holding point Foxtrot of runway 12 via Tango, Alpha and Foxtrot 

Pilot >>> air taxi to holding point Foxtrot, runway 12, via Tango, Alpha and Foxtrot, S5HXX 

Pilot then fly and taxi at some feet above all assigned taxiways. ATC may also give you squawk code while 

taxiing or maybe at air taxi clearance. After pilot is at holding point he may land on taxiway and hold and 

contact ATC 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, holding short of runway 12, ready for departure 

ATC >>> S5HXX, runway 12, cleared for takeoff, wind calm, after departure straight towards W2 and report W2 

at 1000ft AGL 

Pilot >>> cleared for takeoff runway 12, after departure straight to W2 and report W2 at 1000ft AGL, S5HXX 

Pilot then informs or report the exit point and the assigned altitude to ATC and then you will be also 

instructed to contact LJLA_F_FSS or if there is no Ljubljana information then you will contact LJLA_CTR 

Ljubljana Radar. 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, overhead S3 at 2500ft 

ATC >>> S5HXX, roger, contact Ljubljana Information on 118.475, bye, nasvidenje 

Pilot >>> Ljubljana Information on 118.475, bye, S5HXX 

From here after you contact Ljubljana Information on 118.475 and you just report where you are and 

altitude. As this is Flight Information Service, you can ask controller for QNH or for weather, then you will 

also be informed about other traffic near you. Ljubljana Information covers all class Echo and Golf airspace in 

Slovenia in some areas to max. 7500ft and somewhere to 9500ft.  

Pilot >>> Ljubljana Information, dober dan, good day, S5HXX with you at 2500ft overhead W2 

ATC >>> S5HXX, dober dan, this is Ljubljana Information, continue VFR and report Bled airfield in sight, 

QNH1019 

Pilot >>> roger, continuing VFR, will report Bled airfield in sight and QNH1019, S5HXX 

After a while when pilot is in sight with the airfield he just informs ATC. 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, Bled airfield in sight, request touch and go and then continuing the FPL 



ATC >>> S5HXX, roger, touch and go at your discretion, then after departure right turn towards W2 report 

airborne 

Pilot >>> touch and go at own discretion and after departure right to W2, report airborne, S5HXX 

Then pilot of helicopter descends to 500ft AGL because this is helicopters traffic pattern altitude. After touch 

on the runway pilot takes off again and report airborne. After reporting airborne pilot climbs to 500ft AGL as 

previously said and turns right. 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, airborne 

ATC >>> S5HXX, roger, continue to W2 and report 2min before W2 at 1000ft AGL 

Pilot >>> roger, continue to W2 and report 2min before W2 at 1000ft AGL, S5HXX 

Now you are flying back towards Ljubljana airport and you can climb to 1000ft AGL or even higher but keep 

in mind you have to be at 1000ft AGL above W2 where you will contact Ljubljana Tower. 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, 2min before W2 

ATC >>> S5HXX, roger contact Ljubljana Tower on 118.000, hvala, adijo 

Pilot >>> 118.000, hvala, nasvidenje, S5HXX 

From here after you are back on Ljubljana Tower and you will now perform a full stop landing. 

Pilot >>> Ljubljana Tower, dober dan ponovno, S5HXX, overhead W2 at 1000ft AGL, for full stop landing 

ATC >>> S5HXX, Ljubljana Tower, dober dan še enkrat, cleared for straight in approach runway 12 report on 

final 

Pilot >>> cleared for straight in approach runway 12, report on final, S5HXX 

Now you just fly between 500ft and 1000ft AGL and inform ATC when on final approximately 4 nautical miles 

from threshold runway 12. After landing you then vacate the runway and request air taxi to heliport at GA 

apron. 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, on final runway 12 

ATC >>> S5HXX, runway 12, cleared to land, winds calm 

Pilot >>> cleared to land runway 12, S5HXX 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, runway 12 vecated via Golf, request air taxi to GA apron 

ATC >>> S5HXX, dober dan na Ljubljani, air taxi to GA apron via Golf, Alpha and Tango 

Pilot >>> air taxi to GA apron via Golf, Alpha and Tango, S5HXX 

Pilot >>> S5HXX, parked at Helipad, thanks for ATC and bye bye, nasvidenje 

ATC >>> S5HXX, hvala za let, adijo! 

This is how helicopter phraseology may look like, but this is just an example of it, it won`t be the same for 

every flight. This is a helping example for the first leg of HELOS tour where you can start your helicopter 

operations, and then after HELOS tour you are definitely ready for helicopter flights in SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

tour. 



3.5.  VFR  PHRASEOLOGY  
 

So that pilot and an ATC understand each other, standard phraseology for communication is used. How to 

communicate VFR is written in a training document VFR Phraseology by IVAO. 

Note that for a VFR flight, flight position reports are the most common on route and it consists of: 

CALLSIGN, overhead POSITION at TIME, LEVEL, estimating NEXT SIGINIFICANT POINT at TIME, SECOND NEXT 

SIGNIFICANT POINT next. 

An example: 

REX60 overhead NE at 1407 2500ft, estimating CELJE at 1415, TREBNJE next. 

Any level change in uncontrolled airspace is announced while in controlled airspace you have to ask ATC for a 

new level. 

Some waypoints are mandatory to report, like before entering the CTR or on the FIR boundary. While the 

above position report is correct, it is useful to the ATC when entering a new airspace while on route. You do not 

need to make full position report when on approach. 

As a correct landscape is seldom made for FS, check approximate positions of significant points, help with radio 

navigation aids or check via GPS. For Slovenia check on scenery page for VFR reporting points addon, so you 

can check them on the GPS while flying. 

 

3.6.  IFR  PHRASEOLOGY  
 

Phraseology is the way to communicate between the pilot and air traffic controller (ATC unit) for the purpose 

of ensuring uniformity in RTF communications. 

How to communicate while flying IFR is written in a training document IFR Phraseology by IVAO. 

Note that for a IFR flight it is mandatory to establish two-way radio communication at all times! 

 

3.7.  M IL ITARY PHRASEOLOGY  
 

As you will be performing some Military flights, here is some phraseology for Military operations if aircraft is 

entering training or military area. All other communications between military pilot and ATC stays the same. 

An example where pilot is on Ljubljana Information frequency and asks ATC to open (for military purposes 

opens and so closes the area for civil flights): 

Pilot >>> Ljubljana Information, REX60, overhead Postojna, request opening of LJR-4 military training area 

from ground to 8000ft for about 30 minutes. 

ATC >>> REX60, roger, LJR-4 military training area is opened from ground to 8000ft, report entering the area 

Pilot >>> REX60, roger, will report entering 

https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=General_Phraseology
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=IFR_flight_Phraseology_Example


Here ATC now opened the area just for military traffic and is opened till military aircraft leaves the area. But 

pilot must report when entering area and then ATC will give to the Pilot further instructions. 

Pilot >>> REX60, entering military area 

ATC >>> REX60, roger, report 2min before exiting area 

Pilot >>> report 2min before exiting area, REX60 

Pilot is now in the area and can do anything he wants from ground to 8000ft. Then as seen above ATC says 

when do you have to report, when you are exiting the area or some minutes before this action. After exiting 

ATC will close down the area and you will proceed with your FPL. 

 

3.8.  SPECIAL OPERATIONS IN SLOVENIA  

3.8.1.  SLOVE NIA N A IR  FORCE  

 

Slovenian Air Force and Air Defense aim is securing sovereignty of the air space of the Republic of Slovenia and 

providing air support to other services in implementation of their tasks in joint operations. Its main tasks are: 

-Inspection and control of the air space security 

-Providing help in natural, humanitarian and technological disasters 

-Search and rescue operations 

-Taking part in international missions and operations 

Since Slovenia does not have the air capabilities to police its airspace in accordance with NATO standards, nor 

does it plan to develop such capabilities these task are performed alternately by the Italian and Hungarian Air 

Forces under NATO command. 

AIRCRAFT:-151st Rotary Wing Squadron 

Bell 412 (Call sign: H231,H232….H238) 

Eurocopter AS532 Cougar (Callsign: COUGAR1….COUGAR4) 

-152nd Fixed Wing Squadron 

LET L-410 (Call sign: LSV401) 

Pilatus PC-6 (Call sign: L601, L603) 

Falcon 2000 EX (Call sign: LSV101) 

-107th Air Base and Flight School 

Pilatus PC-9 (Call sign: REX**) 

Zlin Z-143 (Call sign: WOLF**) 

Zlin Z-242 (Call sign: PUMA**) 

Bell 206 (Call sign: RANGR**) 



3.8.2  SLOVENIAN POLICE A IR  SUPPORT UNIT  

 

Slovenian Police Air Support unit aim is to protect life and property of citizens and provide public security 

Unit was founded in 1967 when first helicopter Augusta Bell AB47 / J-2A was bought. This was one-piston 

engine, three-seated helicopter. The helicopter was withdrawn from operational use in spring of 1984 and is 

now stored at Police Air Support Unit base at Ljubljana Brnik Airport. Currently unit have seven operational 

helicopters. The main base of the unit is at Ljubljana – Brnik Airport LJLJ (Police Hangar) but one helicopter is 

daily on duty also at Maribor Airport LJMB for S.A.R & HEMS operation purposes. 

The main tasks of the unit are: 

-police operational tasks (road traffic and state borders control, events protecting, …); 

-humanitarian tasks (help in natural, humanitarian and technological disasters, …); 

-search and rescue tasks (S.A.R & HEMS operation, transport of infants in the incubator, …), 

-tasks within their own activities (cargo transportation, filming and terrain scanning, …), 

-trainings (for pilots, crew and others persons involved in helicopter operations) 

 

FLEET – HELICOPTERS: Air Support Unit currently have 6 operational helicopters: 

-Agusta Bell AB-212 – S5-HPB 

-Agusta Bell AB-412 – S5-HPA 

-Agusta Bell AB-206 Jet Ranger – S5-HPD 

-Agusta Bell AB-206 Jet Ranger – S5-HPE 

-Agusta A-109E Power – S5-HPG 

-Eurocopter EC-135 P2 – S5-HPH 

-AgustaWestland AW-169 –S5HPI 

 

 

 

 

 



4.  TOUR OVERVIEW  
 

 

4.1.  COUNTRIES VISITED  
 

Below are listed countries sorted as you visit them. 

 Slovenia 

 Germany 

 Czech Republic 

 

4.2.  A IRPORTS VISITED  
 

Below are listed airports sorted as you visit them. 

 Ljubljana LJLJ | LJU 

 Berlin Tegel EDDT | TXL 

 Friedrichshafen EDNY | FDH 

 Portorož LJPZ | POW 

 Cerklje LJCE 

 Maribor LJMB | MBX 

 Lesce/Bled  LJBL 

 Ostrava   LKMT | OSR 



5.  RESOURCES 

5.1.  SCENERIES  
 

On Slovenia scenery website, we have some recommended updates, that are made for the whole world or 

Europe or Slovenia. 

If you do not have any payware installed, I suggest that you check a free and very detailed (LOD10) mesh for 

the whole world that is available from FreeMesh X Global. With this addon, you get nicely shaped landscape 

around the world or you can just install the European continent. 

Hervé Sors makes monthly updates to the navaids and waypoints with updates to the magnetic variation 

included. 

FS Real Time updates time zones and correct DST movement. 

Slovenia VFR reporting points are also available from the website. 

 

5.1.1.  SLOVE NIA  

 

FREEWARE 

IVAO Slovenia division is trying to provide free sceneries for Slovenia airports. While learning the complexity of 

creating FS sceneries, some great add-ons were made and are updated when knowledge improves.  

Sceneries are available on IVAO 

Slovenia division website. X-plane, 

Prepar 3D and FS9/FSX are 

supported although not for all 

airports. 

Ljubljana airport is available for all 

flight simulators while others are 

mainly made for FSX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.avsim.com/forum/737-freemeshx-global-support-forum/
https://si.ivao.aero/en/home/
https://si.ivao.aero/en/home/


PAYWARE 

 

Ilumium Simulation has made 

Slovenia X that covers all Slovenia 

and is available on their Ilumium 

Simulation webpage. Slovenia X also 

includes small airfields and airports 

in Slovenia and it consists of 

helipads all over Slovenia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And we also have scenery for LJLJ 

LJUBLJANA INTERNATIONAL 

AIRPORT, made by 

RFSCENERYBUILDING and is 

available for FSX and P3D on 

Simmarket. 

  

http://simulation.ilumium.com/product/slovenia-x-slovenia-x-airports-bundle-early-access/
https://secure.simmarket.com/rfscenerybuilding-ljlj-ljubljana-international-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://secure.simmarket.com/rfscenerybuilding-ljlj-ljubljana-international-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml
https://secure.simmarket.com/rfscenerybuilding-ljlj-ljubljana-international-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml


5.1.2.  GERMANY  

 

FREEWARE AND PAYWARE 

Freeware airport scenery of 

Berlin Tegel is available on 

Avsim Library where just a free 

login is needed. And there is 

payware scenery available on 

Simmarket.  

For Friedrichshafen there is 

also payware scenery included 

on Simmarket for different 

simulators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.3.  CZECH RE PUBLIC  

FREEWARE 

There is free scenery available on VACC 

Czech Republic for Ostrava airport for 

Xplane, FSX and P3D on this website. 

And there is also a freeware scenery 

atflightsimulator.cz available for use at 

next website for P3Dv4 users. 

  

https://library.avsim.net/search.php?SearchTerm=eddt&CatID=fsx&Go=Search
https://secure.simmarket.com/advanced_search_result.php?keywords=eddt
https://secure.simmarket.com/advanced_search_result.php?keywords=edny
https://www.vacc-cz.org/en/airports/lkmt
http://www.flightsimulator.cz/addon/lkmt-ostrava-mosnov-2017-prepar-3d-v4/


5.2. AIP AND CHARTS 
 

Charts and the information from the Aeronautical Information Publication are a big help to pilots before flying 

and also during the flight. Here will be listed the charts and information that you have to check and read before 

flight. 

For this, as suggested, you should create your EAD account for free access to all AIPs from the Europe region 

and further. Unfortunately, not all ANS providers have Electronic AIP available, that is why you have to access 

to them via EAD login.  

In every AIP you find enroute charts in Part 2 - ENR chapter 6, while aerodrome charts are in Part 3 - AD 

chapter 2 inside every subchapter of the relevant airport - charts are at the end of each aerodrome chapter. 

1.2.1.  SLOVE NIA  

Always current eAIP Slovenia is available via Slovenia Control website. On IVAO Slovenia website we have links 

to the appropriate chapters. 

Ljubljana Airport charts are in chapter LJLJ AD 2.24. 

Check charts: 

LJLJ AD 2.24.01-1 | LJLJ AD 2.24.02-3 for Aerodrome 

LJLJ AD 2.24.13-3 for VFR reporting points 

The same goes for other airports, for VFR flight you should check Aerodrome layout and Visual Approach chart 

for VFR reporting points and for your correct arrival to the airport (and of course the same goes for departure). 

Also VFR Slovenia chart for year 2019 is available in PDF via Slovenia Control website. 

 

5.2.2.  GERMA NY  

Berlin Tegel charts are available on next website. 

And charts for Friedrichshafen are available on website. 

5.2.3.  CZECH RE PUBL IC  

Czech Republic has eAIP available for free. 

  

https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/
http://www.sloveniacontrol.si/acrobat/aip/Operations/history-en-GB.html
https://si.ivao.aero/en/charts/
https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/information/vfr-chart
https://divisioncenter.ivao-de.net/charts/EDDT
https://divisioncenter.ivao-de.net/charts/EDNY
https://aim.rlp.cz/ais_data/aip/control/aip_obsah_en.htm


6.  LEGS 
Each chapter will have information about the individual leg number that you need to comply. 

 

 

  



6.1. LEG 1 

MISSION INFORMATION 

At the beginning of SPECIAL OPERATIONS tour, you first have a helicopter mission. As we have a lot of 

mountains in our area and this is where the accident never rests, the first mission is a SAR (Search And Rescue) 

mission. You will depart from Ljubljana out of military apron on the Eastern side of the airport and then 

continue in direction to North West towards Julian Alps where you can take any mountain you like and perform 

a SAR mission. After injured person is found, transport it to UKC Ljubljana Hospital. And after that continue 

back to Ljubljana. For this flight you check the VFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJLJ W2 W1 JULIAN ALPS W1 W2 S3 LJHL S3 LJLJ RMK/SAR IN JULIAN ALPS 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for 
enroute navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route.  

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force transportation helicopters > Bell 412 or Cougar AS532< or any other 
transportation helicopter. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

Ljubljana heliport LJHL is the best known heliport in surrounding of Ljubljana placed on the main hospital in 

Ljubljana. As heliport is near Ljubljana airport all the activities at heliport are maintained by Ljubljana Tower. 

Heliport is also equipped with lightning so helicopters can arrive and depart at night. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You start at military apron in front of military hangar which is south-east of police apron and where at least two 

helicopters are parked and ready to use for any hospital transportation or rescue missions. As military 

helicopter you request departure from military apron and then make a right turn to W2. Proceed via FPL and 

then you need to find the mountain where you will proceed with SAR mission, in our case this is the highest 

mountain in Slovenia, Triglav. After finding Triglav, find the casualty and get it on board by cable. And please 

hover above casualty with extreme caution. After picking the casualty up, get it immediately to hospital. Turn 

towards Ljubljana city and fly there as fast as possible, then overfly the main railway station and find the 

helipad on the hospital. Make a stop and go that means that you land and get the casualty out of the helicopter 

and then you depart to your base. You are arriving from south via S3 and then you touch down at the military 

apron where you started. 



6.2. LEG 2 
 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Now there is the second mission waiting for you. As you transported the injured person to the hospital, now 

you got a simpler mission to do, you will be transporting the President of Slovenia from Ljubljana to Berlin 

Tegel airport, where he will meet with other presidents. He will be staying in Berlin for few days and after that 

you will take him back home. For this flight you check the IFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV101 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival EDDT 
 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJLJ VALU3D VALLU DCT LAPNA DCT LOKVU M749 
LEMBI P41 RODUX T204 NUKRO NUKR1R EDDT 

RMK/PRESIDENT TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian presidential plane >Dassault Falcon 2000EX< or any other business jet. The 

biggest size for private plane is A319 ACJ or B737 BBJ. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

Berlin Tegel EDDT is one of the airports in Berlin and it has two runways. You can check for online sceneries 

(check chapter 5.1.2.) to update the airport inside your simulator. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Now you are parked at general aviation apron if you have smaller business jet, butt in case you have bigger 

business jet like A319ACJ or B737BBJ, then I recommend you to start at parking position 1 or 2 at the main 

apron. From there you will board the president and take off from Ljubljana, you will follow your route through 

Austria, Czech Republic and then Germany. And then land at Berlin Tegel airport, you can take general aviation 

apron at Berlin airport on the West side of the airport once landed. 

 

 

 



6.3. LEG 3 
 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Third leg is now ready and you will also be transporting Slovenian president. As you transported the Slovenian 

president first to Berlin, now he is over with the meetings and he wants to get home as soon as possible. You 

will be flying from your present position at Berlin EDDT with Slovenian president on board to Ljubljana LJLJ. For 

this flight you check the IFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV101 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure EDDT 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

EDDT GERGA M725 LANUX DCT RADLY LJLJ RMK/PRESIDENT TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian presidential plane >Dassault Falcon 2000EX< or any other business jet. The 

biggest size for private plane is A319 ACJ or B737 BBJ. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Berlin Tegel EDDT is one of the airports in Berlin and it has two runways. You can check for online sceneries 

(check chapter 5.1.2.) to update the airport inside your simulator. 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are parked at the general aviation apron at Berlin airport and from that point you will begin your flight to 

Ljubljana. You will depart and then continue the flight via FPL. You are then approaching Austria and you will 

start descending around 40 miles out of Slovenia to approximately 17000ft towards RADLY where you enter 

Slovenia. From RADLY after you can expect RNAV arrival or radar vectors to the ILS runway 30. 

 

 

 

 



6.4. LEG 4 
 

MISSION INFORMATION  

As president is back in home country now we have a police mission for you. In this fourth leg you will be doing 

a coastline and then highway patrol from Portoroz to Ljubljana. Check the coastline of Slovenia and then almost 

whole highway from Kozina till Ljubljana. And after landing prepare yourself for next military operation, but 

that time from Maribor LJMB. For this flight you check the VFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJPZ 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJPZ COASTLINE PE1 KOZINA HIGHWAY S1 S2 S3 LJLJ RMK/COASTLINE AND HIGHWAY PARTOL 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian police observation helicopters > EC135 or BELL 206 < or any other helicopter. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Portoroz LJPZ is the smallest of three international airports in Slovenia. It is located near the village of Secovlje, 

6 km south of Portoroz, and less than 300 m from the Croatian border. The airport was opened on 27 

September 1962 and is intended for passenger and cargo transport, sport, tourist and business flights. It lies at 

two meters above sea level, the runway being 1205m long. Free scenery with the detailed airport and photo 

real surrounding is available from IVAO Slovenia website (check chapter 5.1.1.). 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your helicopter is parked at stand B or stand P just for helicopters at the South side of the aerodrome. Your 

departure can be direct from the stand itself or you can perform air taxi to the runway and then depart in the 

West direction. Your observation starts just after departure out of Portoroz LJPZ, where you will follow and 

observe the coastline till you are overhead Port of Koper, from there after you will continue to PE1 exit point of 

Portoroz CTR. You will then contact Ljubljana Information on frequency 118.475 and then start with observing 

the highway. You will follow A1 highway till waypoint S1, which is in front of Ljubljana city and from there after 

you will contact Ljubljana Tower on frequency 118.000. The further flight from S1 will take you near Ljubljana 

to S3, where you will enter Ljubljana CTR. You are able to perform a runway crossing and then landing on the 

helipad or even landing on police apron in front of the hangar on Eastern side of the General Aviation Apron.  



6.5. LEG 5 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Its time for fifth leg!  Here we have another rotary wing mission for you but this time from Maribor airport. You 

will be performing military hospital transport of injured person, which was taken from Maribor hospital to the 

aerodrome. You will then take injured person to Slovenj Gradec airport and from there after the injured person 

will be driven to the Slovenj Gradec hospital. For this flight you check the VFR and other transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJMB 

Stop and go LJSG 

Arrival LJMB 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJMB MS1 MS2 LJSG CELJE MS2 MS1 LJMB RMK/HOSPITAL TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force transportation helicopters > Bell412 or Cougar AS532 < or any other 

transportation helicopter. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Maribor LJMB is the second biggest international airport in Slovenia, where Slovenian Police or Slovenian Air 

Force provide at least one helicopter for rescue and hospital transportation. There is bigger apron on Western 

side for bigger civilian traffic and smaller apron with hangar at Eastern side for General Aviation. 

Slovenj Gradec LJSG is one of different smaller airfields in Slovenia. It has an asphalt runway and one grass 

runway. It also has a few hangars and the airport lies in the vicinity of Slovenj Gradec city. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

 Your helicopter is parked at SouthWestern part of Western apron, where a hangar is. In front of the hangar on 

the helipad, there is always one helicopter ready for rescue or hospital transport. You will depart out of 

Maribor airport and continue via MS1 and MS2 waypoints. After crossing MS2 continue on Ljubljana 

Information frequency and proceed direct to Slovenj Gradec airfield to quickly transport the injured person. 

After you have a visual contact with Slovenj Gradec airfield, land at the apron on Northern side of the airfield 

and make a stop and go. So wait until injured person is safely out of the helicopter and then slowly proceed 

back to Maribor airport via CELJE, MS2 and MS1. Land in front of military hangar and you have completed one 

third of whole tour.  

 

 



6.6. LEG 6 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Leg number six. As you completed the hospital transport now you will fly something much more faster than the 

helicopter. You will start at Zulu apron at Cerklje airport and depart via CN. After CN you will continue VFR to 

VALLU and then perform some IFR training with arrival and approach. Perform a touch and go at Ljubljana and 

continue VFR via FPL back to Cerklje. For this flight you check the VFR/IFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: REX XX (switch last XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJCE 

Touch and go LJLJ 

Arrival LJCE 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJCE CN VALLU/IFRN280A080 VALLU4L LJLJ MODRO1W 
MODRO DCT DOL/VFR TRBOVLJE RADECE CN LJCE 

RMK/MILITARY VFR AND IFR TRAINING/LJLJ TNG 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. Check airport layout and 

IFR approach chart before every flights. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force planes > PC-9 < or any other military training airplane. But we will 

not accept the jet military planes (F18, MIG29, etc.) but only training military airplanes (PC-9, PC-7, PC-21, T-6 

Texan II, SF-260, EMB 314). 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Cerklje LJCE is the only civil-military airport in Slovenia. That has an asphalt runway 2420 m long. The airport 

has different aprons across whole airport and a civilian apron on Eastern side.  

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your military training aircraft is parked on apron Zulu which is at the west of the airport. From there you are 

able to proceed to apron Romeo if you want to be armed at your training but you can just depart without 

loading since this is just training mission where you will get know to the airplane. Your departure is to the north 

via CN and then via FPL to waypoint VALLU, which is the start point of arrival procedure to Ljubljana airport 

where you will perform a touch and go. At this leg you will try to improve your IFR skills with flying the whole 

arrival then approach and after touch and go the departure procedure, along with refreshing your VFR 

knowledge. Your IFR training starts at VALLU at altitude 8000ft, where you will be in contact with Ljubljana 

Radar. You will follow STAR procedure and then continue on ILS approach for runway 30. you will make a quick 

touch and go at Ljubljana airport. After departure you will proceed via MODRO1W departure with radar vectors 

to DOL VOR station from where after you will continue VFR. Follow the FPL and you may also perform low 

overflying from RADECE till CN for some additional VFR skills. After passing CN contact Cerklje Tower and land 

at runway, then continue taxi back to Zulu apron where you started. 



In this particular mission you are flying as GAT not OAT because you are just on a training flight. So in this case, 

you maintain in contact with all controller positions provided as Cerklje Tower then Ljubljana Information, 

Ljubljana Radar and Tower and then Ljubljana Information again. You might also need to contact the Spider 

control which is used mainly for military exercises. 

Control & Reporting Center Spider – Slovenian Military (120.625 – LJLA_M_CTR) is the military area control 

center. It covers the whole Slovenian FIR for military traffic, as well as military airports where no local 

controller is online. If Ljubljana Information (LJLA_FSS) is not online, it provides flight information service to 

uncontrolled civil aircraft’s as well. It is also responsible for activation of military areas. 

 

6.7. LEG 7 

MISSION INFORMATION 

At seventh leg your mission is military helicopter transportation. There was a baby born in Bovec city few 

weeks before scheduled and there is incubator needed. You will take the incubator inside your transportation 

helicopter and perform a flight from Ljubljana to Bovec and back. The incubator will be used in Bovec and later 

transported back to Ljubljana.  Your mission is only to be as fast as possible in direction to Bovec, but in the 

opposite direction there is no need to hurry. Land at military apron at Ljubljana and then prepare yourself for 

aircraft military transport. For this flight you check the VFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 

Stop and go LJBO 

Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJLJ W2 W1 SORICA BOVEC LJBO BOVEC  SORICA W2 
W1 LJLJ 

RMK/INCUBATOR TRANSPORT/LJBO SNG 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force helicopters > Bell 412, Bell 206 < or any other smaller transportation 

helicopter. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.) to get the latest layout. 

Bovec LJBO is one of smaller VFR airfields. It is located in the valley in Julian Apls in vicinity of Bovec city. It has 

grass runway and a hangar. The airport is very popular for gliders in summertime. 



ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You start at military helipad in front of military hangar which is south-east of police apron and where at least 

two helicopters are parked and ready to use for any hospital transportation or rescue missions. As military 

helicopter you request departure from military apron and then make a right turn to W2. Proceed via FPL and 

then fly near the Julian Alps and try to find the Trenta valley, where Bovec city and airfield lies. After you find 

Bovec city you are able to land at Bovec airfield or just find a suitable place for helicopter to land near Bovec 

city. After stop and go for taking out the incubator, continue via FPL back to Ljubljana to your military base. 

Approach via W2 as where you departed and proceed to military apron. 

6.8. LEG 8 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Now you are over the half of this tour. In the eight mission you are handling with military transportation. You 

will transport some military cargo you are unknown with it to Ostrava airport in Czech Republic from Ljubljana. 

Your mission starts at the military apron if you have smaller planes like PC-6 or Let L-410 or at the main apron 

at stand 1 if you have bigger planes like C-130, C-160, C-17, A400M, C-27J, An-8, An-12, C-235, Il-76. You will 

request the IFR clearance for the flight and then probably taxi to runway 12 and follow FPL. Then when you 

arrive at Ostrava airport you taxi to the military part of the airport. You get all the cargo off the plane and 

prepare for the return flight towards Ljubljana. For this flight you check the military IFR transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV401 or LSV601 or LSV603 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival LKMT 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJLJ BERT1W BERTA GOTAR VAMOG P10 HLV HLV2T 
LKMT 

RMK/MILITARY TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights.  

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force transport aircraft > PC-6, Let L-410 < or any other smaller 

transportation aircraft D228, DHC6, to the aircraft of this size C-130, C-160, C-17, A400M, C-27J, An-8, An-12, C-

235, Il-76. We can`t accept anything bigger than that like any B747, A310, An-225, An-124, MD11, etc. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.) to get the latest layout. 

Ostrava LKMT is the civil/military and partly cargo airport in Czech Republic. The airport is located near Ostrava 

city, which is located on the Eastern side of the Czech Republic. The airport is also the third biggest airport in 

Czech Republic just after Prague and Brno. 



ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is from Ljubljana airport, you are parked on military apron in case you have smaller airplanes 

like PC-6 or L-410, but in case you have bigger airplanes like C-130, C-160, C-17, then start at main apron at 

stand 1, 2 or at stands 39 or 40. Depart from Ljubljana on standard departure towards BERTA, after entering 

Austrian airspace, transfer through Hungarian airspace to Czech airspace. After overhead HLV VOR station, 

prepare for your arrival and then for approach. Land at Ostrava and park at the main apron.   

6.9. LEG 9 

MISSION INFORMATION 

The mission nine is the return flight of the mission eight. You will return to base at Ljubljana from Ostrava. Your 

mission starts at the military apron at Ostrava. You will request the IFR clearance for the flight and after 

departure follow FPL. Then when you arrive at Ljubljana airport you taxi to the military apron if you have 

smaller planes like PC-6 or Let L-410 or at the main apron at stand 1 if you have bigger planes like C-130, C-160, 

C-17, A400M, C-27J, An-8, An-12, C-235, Il-76. Just after you park the plane you have completed our tour. For 

this flight you check the military IFR transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV401 or LSV601 or LSV603 

 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LKMT 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LKMT HLV5F HLV M984 MIKOV RADLY RADL2L LJLJ RMK/MILITARY TRANSPORT/ 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights.  

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force transport aircraft > PC-6, Let L-410 < or any other smaller 

transportation aircraft D228, DHC6, to the aircraft of this size C-130, C-160, C-17, A400M, C-27J, An-8, An-12, C-

235, Il-76. We can`t accept anything bigger than that like any B747, A310, An-225, An-124, MD11, etc. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ostrava LKMT is the civil/military and partly cargo airport in Czech Republic. The airport is located near Ostrava 

city, which is located on the Eastern side of the Czech Republic. The airport is also the third biggest airport in 

Czech Republic just after Prague and Brno. 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.) to get the latest layout. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 



You start at the main apron at Ostrava airport and from there request IFR clearance for departure via HLV VOR 

station. After passing HLV you continue via FPL and when you are over RADLY you can expect any arrival or 

even vectors for ILS runway 30. After vacating the runway simply taxi to the military apron if you have smaller 

planes like PC-6 or Let L-410 or at the main apron at stand 1 if you have bigger planes like C-130, C-160, C-17, 

A400M, C-27J, An-8, An-12, C-235, Il-76.  

6.10. LEG 10 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Your military transport is completed, but now we have another fixed-wing mission andi is also a kind of 

transport. You will depart from Cerklje military base and fly to your destination of Lesce/Bled airfield, but you 

will need to follow some additional instructions, as the mission is not that easy. After departure you will first 

make a landing at Ljubljana airport, where you will take up the soldiers with parachutes at the military apron 

and then continue with departure out of Ljubljana to take them to Lesce/Bled airfield. The soldiers with 

parachutes will jump out of the aircraft at approximately 3000ft AGL over the airport. You will then land, after 

they all jumped out, and wait for them at the apron to all come back to your airplane and again board the 

airplane. You will then take off the Lesce/Bled airfield and again be at approximately 3000ft AGL before they 

will again jump out. You will repeat the process and after your fifth landing you will park the airplane by the 

hangars. For this flight you check the VFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO Additional information 

Departure LJCE Normal departure 
Stop and go LJLJ Taking up soldiers with parachutes at military apron 
Stop and go LJBL Making at least 5 drop offs and 4 stop and go`s 
Arrival LJBL After last drop off of the soldiers land at LJBL 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJCE CN RADECE CELJE NE LJLJ W2 W1 BLED LJBL RMK/PARACHUTE DROPPING/LJLJ LJBL/SNG 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force transport airplane >Pilatus PC-6< or any other smaller 

transportation airplane but it must be propeller driven. We will not accept jet powered airplanes or bigger 

multiengine propeller driven airplanes. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Cerklje LJCE is the only civil-military airport in Slovenia. That has an asphalt runway 2420 m long. The airport 

has different aprons across whole airport and a civilian apron on Eastern side.  

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.) to get the latest layout. 



Lesce/Bled LJBL is one of the smaller VFR sport airfields, located in the Western part of Slovenia. This airport 

has a big number of gliders in the summer time and the airfield is quite near Ljubljana airport. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your mission starts at Cerklje airport at apron Sierra on S1 or S2 stand. Where you will prepare your airplane 

for departure, you will then depart to the Northern side to waypoint CN. After exiting CTR via CN, continue via 

FPL and be in contact with Ljubljana Information. You will then be overhead NE near Ljubljana Airport, where 

you will contact Ljubljana Tower and inform him that you will land and then taxi to military apron to take up 

the soldiers with parachutes. Then you will depart from Ljubljana airport in direction of W2, you will continue 

with contact of Ljubljana Information till you are overhead Lesce/Bled airfield. You will inform Ljubljana 

Information that you will be climbing approximately 3000ft AGL (between 4000ft-5000ft MSL) then perform a 

parachute soldiers drop off and land at Lesce/Bled to take soldiers back up for another drop off. And also 

inform that you will perform drop off for 5 times. After fifth drop off is completed inform controller that you 

will now make full stop landing. After landing continue with taxi and park at apron in front of the hangars. Your 

mission is completed and soldiers will be latterly transported back to Ljubljana. 

6.11. LEG 11 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Eleventh leg and it´s the helicopter mission but it’s the last one. In this mission you will help to bring the ground 

support army to military training site at Pocek. Your mission will be taking up soldiers at Cerklje military base 

and then transporting them to Postojna airfield. After the soldiers have unloaded, return back to base at 

Cerklje airport. And your helicopter missions are all completed, now prepare for some additional fixed wing 

military missions. For this flight you check the VFR and other transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: S5HXX (switch XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJCE 
Stop and go LJPO 
Arrival LJCE 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJCE CW TREBNJE VFR1 LAZE POSTOJNA LJPO 
POSTOJNA LAZE VFR1 TREBNJE CS LJCE 

RMK/MILITARY TRANSPORT/LJPO SNG 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force helicopters > Bell 412, Bell 206 < or any other smaller transportation 

helicopter. 

 

USEFUL INFORMATION 



Cerklje LJCE is the only civil-military airport in Slovenia. That has an asphalt runway 2420 m long. The airport 

has different aprons across whole airport and a civilian apron on Eastern side.  

Postojna LJPO is one of smaller VFR sport airfields. It is located in the middle between Ljubljana airport and 

Portoroz airport. The airport has a grass runway and a small hangar for smaller aircrafts. The airfield is also in 

vicinity of military training area called “Pocek”, where Slovenian Army is training all possible exercises. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You will start at Cerklje military base, at the apron Sierra, where helicopters are parked. You will then wait for 

the soldiers, that will support the ground forces at Pocek military area, to board. Together with them you will 

depart from Cerklje in the Western direction. You will exit Cerklje CTR via CW from where after you will 

continue via FPL. You will be constantly in contact with Ljubljana Information. After you have Postojna airfield 

in sight, inform controller, that you will make a stop and go at Postojna airport. Land near the hangars and drop 

the soldiers and after that you can safely and slowly return back to Cerklje military base via FPL. Now you can 

reenter Cerklje CTR via CS waypoint and land at apron Sierra, where helicopters are parked.    

6.12. LEG 12 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Now here we have another business jet mission, It’s almost the same as the president transport but you do not 

have the president onboard but you will have internal human organs needed for transplant. The same airplane 

needed for president transport is also always prepared for any transplant flights. In our case you will depart 

from Ljubljana to Friedrichshafen, as you will transport a very crucial transplant organ needed in Switzerland in 

Friedrichshafen. The transplant organ was transported from Ljubljana hospital to Ljubljana airport, from where 

after you will take care of the organ and you will transport it to Friedrichshafen airport as fast as possible. After 

you land, quickly turn down the engines and unload the crucial transplant organ. For this flight you check the 

IFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV101 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJLJ 
Arrival EDNY 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJLJ GIMI1J GIMIX KOGOL L608 KPT KPT6P EDNY RMK/TRANSPLANT TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian presidential plane >Dassault Falcon 2000EX< or any other business jet. The 

biggest size for private plane is A319 ACJ or B737 BBJ. 

 

 

 



USEFUL INFORMATION 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

Friedrichshafen EDNY is one of the airports in Germany. It is located on the Southern part of Germany, by the 

Constance lake, very near the Switzerland border. The airport is known for its small runway and apron and is 

very popular for smaller business jets. The airport can also handle bigger airplanes for passenger transport up 

to size of Airbus A320 or Boeing B737. Check for available scenery (check chapter 5.1.2.) to get the best 

experience of the airport. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Now you are parked at general aviation apron if you have smaller business jet, but in case you have bigger 

business jet like A319ACJ or B737BBJ, then I recommend you to start at parking position 1 or 2 at the main 

apron. From there you will get the transplant organ and get it onboard the business jet. Then, after quickly 

getting the IFR clearance, taxi and take off from Ljubljana, you will follow your route through Austria and then 

Germany. You will try to land at Friedrichshafen airport as fast as possible and park at the general aviation 

apron or on the bigger parking position in case of bigger business jet. Once landed, turn down the engines and 

get the transplant organ off board. Then take some rest and prepare for your return flight, and keep in mind 

that there is now no need to hurry back home. 

6.13. LEG 13 

MISSION INFORMATION 

Thirteen leg is now ready and you will perform your last flight with business jet. And this flight is the return 

flight of the previous flight where you were in a hurry, transporting internal human organ to Friedrichshafen. 

For this flight you check the IFR and military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: LSV101 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure EDNY 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

EDNY BEMK2W BEMKI T23 BIRGI VEKEN DEGUM 
DEGU2L LJLJ 

RMK/TRANSPLANT TRANSPORT 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and IFR approach chart before every flights. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian presidential plane >Dassault Falcon 2000EX< or any other business jet. The 

biggest size for private plane is A319 ACJ or B737 BBJ. 

 



 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Friedrichshafen EDNY is one of the airports in Germany. It is located on the Southern part of Germany, by the 

Constance lake, very near the Switzerland border. The airport is known for its small runway and apron and is 

very popular for smaller business jets. The airport can also handle bigger airplanes for passenger transport up 

to size of Airbus A320 or Boeing B737. Check for available scenery (check chapter 5.1.2.) to get the best 

experience of the airport. 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are parked at the general aviation apron at Friedrichshafen airport or on the bigger parking position in case 

you have bigger business jet. You will take off and follow departure procedure and then via FPL, which will take 

you via Germany and Austria. And quickly after being near Slovenia you will start with your descend, contact 

Ljubljana Radar and perform arrival with ILS approach or you may even get the vectors provided by controller. 

Land at Ljubljana airport and taxi to stand or parking position, where you started your 12th leg. Your business 

jet will now take some rest and you will continue with two more missions until you will complete the whole 

tour. 

6.14. LEG 14 

MISSION INFORMATION 

At leg number fourteen, we have another fixed wing military training. You will start at Zulu apron with your 

military training airplane. You will depart via CW and after CW you will continue VFR to military training area 

TA2. You will train in TA2 and then perform a low approach overhead Postojna grass runway. You will continue 

after low approach in direction of Portoroz for touch and go. At this time flying in direction of Portoroz you are 

able to train some VFR low overflying at approximately some 100-200ft AGL. When you depart from Portoroz 

continue back to Ljubljana and then park your airplane at military apron. For this flight you check the VFR and 

military transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: REX XX (switch last XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJCE 

Low approach LJPO 

Touch and go LJPZ 
Arrival LJLJ 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJCE CS TA2 LJPO DIVACA KOZINA PE1 LJPZ PE1 VFR1 
LAZE S3 S2 S1 LJLJ  

RMK/MILITARY TRAINING/LJPO LOWAPP/LJPZ TNG 



For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force planes > PC-9 < or any other military training airplane. But we will 

not accept the jet military planes (F18, MIG29, etc.) but only training military airplanes (PC-9, PC-7, PC-21, T-6 

Texan II, SF-260, EMB 314). 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Cerklje LJCE is the only civil-military airport in Slovenia. That has an asphalt runway 2420 m long. The airport 

has different aprons across whole airport and a civilian apron on Eastern side.  

Postojna LJPO is one of smaller VFR sport airfields. It is located in the middle between Ljubljana airport and 

Portoroz airport. The airport has a grass runway and a small hangar for smaller aircrafts. The airport is also in 

vicinity of military training area called “Pocek”, where Slovenian Army is training all possible exercises. 

Portoroz LJPZ is the smallest of three international airports in Slovenia. It is located near the village of Secovlje, 

6 km south of Portoroz, and less than 300 m from the Croatian border. The airport was opened on 27 

September 1962 and is intended for passenger and cargo transport, sport, tourist and business flights. It lies at 

two meters above sea level, the runway being 1205m long. Free scenery with the detailed airport and photo 

real surrounding is available from IVAO Slovenia website (check chapter 5.1.1.). 

Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your military training aircraft is parked on apron Zulu which is at the west of the airport. From there you are 

able to proceed to apron Romeo if you want to be armed at your training but you can just depart without 

loading since this is just training mission where you will get know to the airplane. Your departure is to the south 

via CS and then continue VFR to TA2, where you will enter military training area number 2 for some military 

training. But before entering you must inform Ljubljana Information to make the area clear between different 

altitudes of other civilian traffic. You may also need to be in contact with Military control called Spider. You will 

perform some military maneuvers of your choice before exiting the training area. After you exit the area, 

inform the controller for doing that and then continue to perform a low approach overhead grass runway at 

Postojna aerodrome. After low approach continue with low altitude to train your low overpass VFR skills. 

Continue via FPL to Portoroz and perform a touch and go. After further departure continue VFR via FPL till you 

land at Ljubljana. After landing, taxi to the military apron and park over there. For this flight you check the 

military VFR in the FPL.  

In this particular mission you are flying as GAT not OAT because you are just on a training flight. So in this case, 

you maintain in contact with all controller positions provided as Cerklje Tower then Ljubljana Information, 

Portoroz Approach and then Ljubljana Information again and at the end Ljubljana Tower. You might also need 

to contact the Spider control, which is used mainly for military exercises. 



 

Control & Reporting Center Spider – Slovenian Military (120.625 – LJLA_M_CTR) is the military area control 

center. It covers the whole Slovenian FIR for military traffic, as well as military airports where no local 

controller is online. If Ljubljana Information (LJLA_FSS) is not online, it provides flight information service to 

uncontrolled civil aircraft’s as well. It is also responsible for activation of military areas. 

As then you are arriving to TA2 area, and the area is opened for you, Ljubljana Information may also inform you 

to contact the LJLA_M_CTR or named Spider if it is online. Before entering the zone inform Ljubljana 

Information that you will be in TA2 for some time and if so Ljubljana Information could keep any other traffic 

entering it. You will then inform the Spider about your intentions and after exiting the area you will go back to 

civil air traffic control and continue the flight.  

6.15. LEG 15 

MISSION INFORMATION 

This is now your last leg of our Special operations tour 2020. You will be flying smaller training airplane from 

Cerklje. Your VFR flight will take you via Maribor airport and then Ljubljana airport for touch and go. After 

departure in Ljubljana you will return to Cerklje and finish the tour. For this flight you check the VFR and other 

transport in the FPL. 

Callsign to use is: WOLFXX or PUMAXX (switch last XX into callsign of your choice) 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJCE 
Touch and go LJMB 
Touch and go LJLJ 
Arrival LJCE 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJCE CN RADECE CELJE MS2 MS1 LJMB MS1 MS2 CELJE 
NE LJLJ S3 S2 S1 TREBNJE CW LJCE 

RMK/VFR TRAINING 

For charts check chapter 5.2. Check airport layout and VFR approach chart before every flights. Also for enroute 

navigation check VFR enroute charts and radionavigation aids for the help on route. 

POSSIBLE TRANSPORT UNITS 

You are able to use the Slovenian Air Force trainer airplanes >Zlin-242< or any other smaller trainer airplanes 

with one propeller engine. 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Cerklje LJCE is the only civil-military airport in Slovenia. That has an asphalt runway 2420 m long. The airport 

has different aprons across whole airport and a civilian apron on Eastern side.  

Maribor LJMB is the second biggest international airport in Slovenia, where Slovenian Police or Slovenian Air 

Force provide at least one helicopter for rescue and hospital transportation. There is bigger apron on Western 

side for bigger civilian traffic and smaller apron with hangar at Eastern side for General Aviation. 

 



Ljubljana LJLJ is the biggest airport in Slovenia and on the network fully staffed with the ATC every Tuesday 

evening from 19oo Local Time, when the Europe continent online day is going on. Note that airport has been 

upgraded quite a lot from original FSX layout, so please install the free scenery from IVAO Slovenia website or 

get the payware version (check chapter 5.1.1.)  to update the latest layout. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are parked at apron Sierra at Cerklje military base, as this airplane is still military airplane, otherwise if its 

not military airplane you would need to park your airplane at Eastern civilian apron. You will start with you 

flight with Northern departure towards CN and you will continue VFR via FPL till you are overhead MS2. At MS2 

you will need to contact Maribor Approach and proceed via Maribor CTR to Maribor airport and execute a 

touch and go. After that continue back via MS2 and then Celje and NE, from where after you will contact 

Ljubljana Tower. Again you will execute a touch and go and then proceed via S3 to Ljubljana city. You will fly by 

Ljubljana city via S2 and S1 waypoints and then you may continue via visual contact with highway till you are 

overhead Trebnje. From there after you will reenter Cerklje CTR via CW. After landing, taxi to your starting 

position. And now you have successfully completed the SPECIAL OPERATIONS tour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7.  AT THE END  
 

Thank you for flying Slovenia SPECIAL OPERATION Tour 2020. We hope that you have enjoyed the legs very 

much as well that you have learned new skills and got additional knowledge of flying. 

We would like to welcome you with further VFR or IFR flights to our country, specially every Tuesday when 

Europe has the continent online day! 

If you have any question or suggestion or if you have found a mistake, please contact Slovenia Special 

Operations Coordinator via email. 

 

ENJOY THE SLOVENIAN VIRTUAL SKIES! 

 

INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL AVIATION ORGANISATION 

SLOVENIA DIVISION 
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